
I, _______________________________, parent/guardian of ____________________________________ with
WDAFA organization, promise to abide by the following:

1. I will read and abide by the CDMFA and WDAFA Codes of Conduct;
2. I will never put my hands on anyone, (player, other parents, staff or officials) out of anger or without

permission. This includes but is not limited to pushing, hitting, kicking, punching etc.;
3. I will never verbally abuse anyone, (player, other parents, staff or official). This includes but is not limited

to swearing, verbally berating, purposely embarrassing or name calling;
4. If a conflict arises, I understand that it is mandatory to ensure that 2 other neutral adults are present

during any conversations with players or staff. If this is not possible at the moment I will ask to have the
conversation at a later time and follow up that a time is scheduled to do so. The neutral parties must NOT
be a spouse or family member of the WDAFA Staff member;

5. I will ensure that the players’ safety is the Staff’s utmost concern while they are on the field. As a
Parent/Guardian I understand that the Trainer’s decision to have my child play or not is final. I understand
that the Head Coach chooses when and if players play during games, and if there is an issue I will submit
my concerns in writing;

6. I understand that I should employ the “24 hour” rule when it comes to any issues I have with WDAFA Staff.
I will ensure that my concerns are submitted to the manager via email if I still have a concern the next day;

7. I understand that I am responsible for any spectators attending the games with me and if they are abusing
WDAFA staff, officials, players or staff from the opposing teams or other spectators that I am responsible
to have them stop. I understand that the WDAFA Staff may ban rowdy fans from any WDAFA sanctioned
events if it is a continual problem and that our Head Coach is subject to expulsion from games if spectator
behaviors are severe;

8. I will ensure that I communicate with the manager if my player is going to be absent or late for games or
practices.

9. I understand that I am required to complete volunteer hours and fundraising commitments or pay a fee to
opt out of these requirements. I also will ensure that all fees are paid upon registration.

10. I understand that I must check email, social media, any communication app or the website used by WDAFA
for information. If I am having trouble with accessing any of the above I will reach out to the team
manager or a Board Member to help alleviate the issue.

11. I understand that my player is here to have fun and will ensure that I am not forcing them to participate if
it is something they truly do not want to do.

I understand that by breaching any of the above points that I may be banned from attending WDAFA sanctioned
events, removed from the WDAFA organization as a member in good standing for the remainder of the season and
also, depending on the severity of the offence(s), may be removed from the organization as a member in good
standing indefinitely. If the issues are ongoing, my player(s) may be denied the ability to register in future seasons
to protect the CDMFA organizations involved, as well as other players, staff and officials from further abuse.

DATED this ______ day of ________________, 20___.

_______________________________________ _______________________________________
NAME: WITNESS:

POSITION:
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